PAB® Container
Helpful Hints

Refer to product labeling for full prescribing information.
Available in 25 mL fill in 100 mL (116 per case); 50 mL fill in 100 mL (84 per case); and 100 mL fill in 150 mL (64
per case). The containers are packaged on their side.
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ADDING MEDICATION

Step 1: Remove the blue protective cap. If the blue
protective cap is missing, set aside and do not use.
Step 2: Prior to adding medications, swab injection
port. Allow to air dry.
Step 3: Support the base of the medication port,
fully insert needle and inject medication through the
center of injection site keeping fingers behind the
flange. Remove needle. Mix thoroughly by inverting the
container several times.
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SPIKING

Step 4: Remove the foil seal on the set port in two
steps: lift the tab from side of port; peel off towards
additive port.
Step 5: Hold the flange of the set port between your
thumb and forefinger. Push spike straight into port
while twisting.

PNEUMATIC TUBE TRANSPORT
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Step 6: Fold PAB IV container in half so that the hanger
tab is positioned on top and extends past the ports to
cushion the ports.
Step 7: Load PAB IV container into the pneumatic tube
carrier in the folded half position with the hanger tab
positioned as shown.
Step 8: Ensure the carrier is securely latched; watch for
pinch points.

PNEUMATIC TUBE TRANSPORT WITH ADDEASE®

Step 9: Gently fold PAB diagonally; use caution not to place extra pressure on the container to avoid premature
activation.
Step 10: Keeping the diagonal fold on the PAB, position the connection in the pneumatic tube carrier with the vial
facing down. Close carrier carefully to ensure there are no pinched sides. Close latches.
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SCANNING

Hold the center of the container parallel to your body
and scan at a 45°-90° degree angle, 2”-6” from the
container.

LOT NUMBER AND EXPIRATION DATE

The expiration date and lot numbers are embossed on
the hanger tab at the top of the container.
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